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NATIONAL UCU STRIKE ACTION: WE ASK FOR THE SUPPORT OF PROSPECTIVE AND 
CURRENT STUDENTS, PARENTS, RESIDENTS OF COVENTRY AND UNIVERSITY COLLEAGUES

Coventry University staff are out on strike today as part of an ongoing national dispute between 
University and Colleges Union (UCU), the primary union for academic and academic related staff in 
higher education, and UK universities. This strike follows a successful two day strike on the 25th and 
26th of May, and we will continue to take industrial as long as employers refuse to negotiate. Other 
universities across the UK will be undertaking similar actions during June and July. 

We ask prospective and current students, colleagues, and residents of Coventry to support our strike. 
We like working at Coventry University. We want students to come to Coventry University to study. We 
believe that Coventry University is a great place to study but we have concerns regarding the 
sustainability of both Coventry University’s recent successes as well as the recent attempts by UK 
government to privatise and marketise the higher education sector.

According to the recently published 2016 Guardian University Guide, Coventry University is 8th in the 
UK for ‘value-added’ teaching, which is calculated by comparing student degree results with the their 
entrance qualifications. Teaching academics, as well as support staff, at Coventry work extremely hard 
to achieve this result, often working far beyond their agreed contracts. 

Coventry University has also been named University of the Year for ‘student experience’ in The Sunday 
Times Good University Guide 2015. We believe that this is a great place to study and academics and 
support staff put a lot of work into helping each student achieve their goals by being accessible and 
offering constructive feedback. Coventry is also growing as a vibrant and diverse place to live, with the 
city going for City of Culture 2020. 

We are concerned, however, that these successes have come with a cost. Pay inequality has risen 
steadily over the last few years. Vice-chancellor pay has now risen four times faster than for most 
academic staff, with the average VC salary now at £272,432. This is rise is in stark contrast to the real-
terms pay cut of 14.5% in six years for academic staff. 

Although equal pay legislation has been place for over 40 years, the gender pay gap in Britain remains 
among the highest in the EU at 16.4%. We believe that universities, as enlightened institutions, should 
be setting an example in society, however the gender pay gap in higher education remains significant 
at 12.6% (women earn 87.4% of men’s wages). As part of this dispute we are demanding that 
instituions work to close the gender pay gap in HE by 2020.

Another major concern for us in higher education is the extent of casualisation in the sector. 46% of 
universities use zero-hours contracts, which for staff on these contracts means not knowing if you have 
work from semester to semester, and not being paid over summer periods. 68% of research staff in 
higher education are on fixed-term contracts, with many more dependent on short-term funding for 
continued employment.
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Despite these constraints, academic and academic related staff at Coventry University have managed to 
deliver consistently excellent quality in teaching and learning, which has been recognised in our rise 
through the league tables. We are calling on management at Coventry University to set an example to 
the sector and work with UCU to close the pay gap, especially in terms of gender equality, and also 
move casualised staff on to permanent full-time or fractional contracts.

It is true that individual institutions like Coventry University can’t take all the blame. The UK 
government is currently seeking to create a market in higher education by introducing new, for-profit 
universities and colleges into the system. It has already almost entirely privatised the way higher 
education is funded, replacing the teaching grant with £9000 student fees.

For students, this means a life time of crippling debt, with the average student leaving university with 
£45,000 debt. Not only that, but the government has the power to change the terms and conditions of 
this debt, even for loans already taken out. This means that student taking out loans have no idea how 
much they will have to repay and are completely at the mercy of shifts in the national political 
landscape. No other loans carry this level or type of risk.

The government is also determined to ‘open up the market’ to private providers, convinced that the 
resulting competition will drive up quality. Evidence from the US, however, suggests otherwise, with 
private providers often providing ‘sub-prime’ degrees with graduation rates astonishingly low, for 
example only 4% at the Apollo’s University of Phoenix. For-profit universities try to maximise profit at 
the expense of education, spending significantly more on marketing than on student learning.

In the UK, the government is keen to allow such for-profit institutions into the sector, but perhaps 
more worryingly it is not concerned to protect public institutions that have relied for years on public 
funding. The government has said that it is not willing to save universities that ‘fail’ as a result of this 
artificially introduced competition, even though it was happy to bail out failing banks as a result of the 
2008 Financial Crisis. 

What this would practically mean is that ‘failing’ universities would either dissapear altogether, 
severely limiting choice for students, or they would be bought out by these multi-national 
conglomerates and turned into franchises for the delivery of a standardised and mass produced higher 
education. For cities like Coventry, this could mean large sections of once publicly-owned spaces being 
turned over to private hands, which we think would be terrible for the civic life of such cities. 

We urge prospective and current students, parents of students, colleagues and residents of Coventry to 
support our strike, and to support UCU in their national dispute. We ask Coventry University 
management to set an example to the sector by working with UCU to close pay inequality and move 
casualised staff onto secure contracts. Due to Coventry’s recent successes, ‘all eyes are on Coventry 
University’, so we could really make a difference and help democratise higher education for the benefit 
of society as a whole, not just private profit. 
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